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Xlibris, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. The sixties saw massive shifts in consciousness as a higher authority was setting the
stage for The Coming. Camelot was meant to fall, with the 5th Dimension singing background, as
Petula sings curious lyrics to a distant love while Target changed its logo of 6 elements to that of 3
in preparation. The wizard then created it s polar 6 in the hills of OZark, and egos shop as if nothing
approaches. The Inconvenient Truth of climate change is however, an allegory of Earth changes as
we enter new energy fields as we align at the plane of galactic center, ushering the death of 3-D
Iron. The smoke in the shape of a galaxy on its cover speak to the aware, confirming it to be an Ala?
Or?, along with Al s assertion that he took the initiative in creating the Internet, as it too is an
allegory for the coming Aquarian awareness. The weather, very peculiar, Don t you think? Like a
Bronze Phoenix, the organic 5D NWO will Spring from the wintry rubble of rust, with its 4 letters,
that was the dark...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely among the finest book I have actually read through. It is probably the most remarkable book we have study. I discovered this book from my
dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Georgiana Pacocha-- Georgiana Pacocha

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta Thompson-- Rosetta Thompson
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